Offered by University of California, Irvine Extension, the California Subject Examination for Teachers (CSET) Online Tutorial is a unique study program offered in two- and five-hour blocks that provides a comprehensive and subject-driven approach to successfully prepare for the CSET exam in mathematics. This independent study model provides the opportunity for participants to address the gap-subject areas they have already determined they need through diagnostic questions, guided examples, topic refreshers and final diagnostic questions.

- Although other websites offer test-prep help, the CSET Online Tutorial Model is currently the only program of its kind presenting subject-focused modules to give participants individualized assistance and valuable one-on-one targeted preparation

- Study time is optimized with “on-your-own” assessments
  - Students can self-diagnose weak points to determine where they need the most help, skipping those subject areas already mastered

- Tutorial model offers students one-on-one assistance with a UC-approved instructor

- Students study at their own pace and have six months to utilize purchased study hours

For more information, please contact Lisa Kadowaki at lkadowak@uci.edu or (949) 824-9427.